POROS, HYDRA, SPETSES PREMIUM CRUISE – 2 or 3 DAYS – 130 nautical miles

The East Saronic Bay is ideal for short range cruises for sightseeing, swimming, relaxing and enjoying
local cuisine either on board or at local taverns.
The bay is protected from the strong summer time northern winds and high seas, making it ideal for
comfortable cruising almost every day of the summer.
The Saronic Bay is full of interesting places that will satisfy every taste, such as beautiful coast lines,
pretty secluded bays, archaeological sites, picturesque villages with nice taverns, restaurants, cafes and
a good night life.
The cruising distances are rather short, allowing for more time spent enjoying the sights and the crystalclear waters instead of long hours of cruising. This results in a good value for money package due to less
fuel used and more time for enjoying the various locations.
Our private cruises are totally flexible, and the crew will be happy to modify the suggested routing, even
when enroute, to accommodate the wishes of our guests.
You will enjoy snacks, and meals when cruising or when anchored at a secluded bay, while in the
evening, you can relax at the aft deck or on the flybridge watching the sunset and later the night sky
enjoying your drink or your cigar.

This is the recommended route for the Poros, Hydra, Spetses Cruise:

The departure is from the conveniently located Glyfada’s 3rd Marina, easily accessible from any place of
Athens.
We recommend a 09:00 departure time to make the most of our day.
Our route will be on the east part of the Saronic bay and will take us to the pretty and cosmopolitan
islands of Poros, Hydra and Spetses.
The first island we reach is the picturesque Poros.
Poros:

Poros bay:

Poros island has a pretty waterfront town built next to a narrow channel separating the island from the
Peloponese coast. The town has many traditional taverns, cafes and restaurants on the waterfront and
good night life.
Also, we will find a number of small bays, ideal for anchoring for swimming, snorkeling, kayaking or
fishing.

After we depart Poros we will circumnavigate the eastern tip of Peloponnese and we will cruise next to
the rocky and uninhabited island complex of Tselevinia where, sea state permitting, you can swim or
snorkel in the crystal-clear waters.
Tselevinia:

Continuing our cruise, we will reach the island of Hydra.
Hydra is a cosmopolitan and colorful island where no cars are allowed in the town. The steep, rocky cliffs
and the deep blue waters as we approach the port of Hydra are a spectacular sight.
We will anchor in the main Hydra port, if a berth is available, or alternately we will go to the adjacent
bay of Mandraki.
Hydra is built on the steep hills that surround port and it looks like a theatrical set. It has many nice fish
taverns and cafes and an interesting night life, if you chose to spend the night there. If we moor at the
Mandraki, the tender will take you to the port after a short ride.

Hydra port:

Mandraki bay:

Hydra port moorings:

Hydra port:

Hydra has very few beaches suitable for swimming, the best ones being on the southwest part of the
island.

Departing Hydra, we continue to the other cosmopolitan island, Spetses.

Spetses is also a very picturesque island with good restaurants, taverns and a vibrant night life.
We can moor at either the Old port or the New port. The Old port is built inside a deep bay, but finding a
berth there can be difficult due to the multitude of yachts moored there in the summer days. The New
port is built on the other side of the town, a short ride from the Old port.
The Old port and the New port:

The swimming beaches of Spetses are mostly on the south or the west side of the island:

We can pick one for swimming, snorkeling and sunbathing, depending on the sea conditions and
personal preferences.

If the 3-day cruise is selected, the next destination will be the waterfront town of Porto Heli on the
Peloponnese coast.
This is a deep, sheltered bay, where you can spend a relaxing, late morning or early afternoon, time
strolling along the coast and having a coffee, local pastries or a meal.

As we start our return trip, we will cruise along the Peloponnese coast passing the Peninsula and the bay
of Ermioni, where many Millionaires have their villas and estates.

Further to the Northwest we will pass next to the island of Dokos with its rocky slopes meeting the deep
sea at very steep angles. Time permitting, we can stop at the only bay of the island that the slopes are
not so steep for a quick swim and snorkeling, which hides ancient ruins on the seabed.
From Dokos we will start the return trip to our marina in Glyfada, where we will arrive in the evening.

